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It's 2020 and it may be time to bid farewell to your old phone system and upgrade to a
new hotel phone system as we begin a new year!
Hotels are a 24 x 7 business. Why take a chance on your old PBX to stop running?
ComXchange, powered by 360 NETWORKS is an all-in-one PBX tailored for the hotel
industry. It can be deployed either as a cloud/hosted system or premise based. It
interfaces to all the major PMS companies and includes embedded voicemail and call
accounting.
More hotels have found cloud-based PBX services to be a compelling choice. As 2020
progresses even more hotels will turn to the cloud. Paying a monthly fee rather than
coming up with the entire amount can be a good option.
Please email info@360networksllc.com for more information.

ComXchange is a cloud-based and on-premise voice communication platform that
bundles phones, voicemail and call accounting together in a unified communications
system. It is setting the new standard for the hospitality industry and integrates with all
major hotel property management systems (PMS). ComXchange is feature rich yet cost
effective. It’s reliable and dependable, too.
Read more...

Useful Tech Tips and Tricks You Should Know

CALL FLOW CONTROL (NIGHT MODE)
A Call Flow Control (CFC) creates feature code that can toggle between two destinations.
The feature code is *28 followed by an instance number beginning with 0 so the first CFC
will be *280. There can be 10 CFC instances the last being *289. The CFC can be enabled
by directly dialing the feature code or it can be enabled by a using a BLF Button. A hotel
can use this for their front desk which they may want to ring different or additional
extensions in the evening then just the front desk ring group used during the day. To
Create a CFC Follow click here.

Come see us at HITEC in June! More info coming soon...

Check out our Social Media Sites

360 NETWORKS is the developer of ComXchange, a leading open communication
platform for the lodging industry. ComXchange provides an all-in-one IP PBX solution
for hoteliers that integrates with all major hotel property management systems.

